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Summary: When consumers are in purchasing mode, a common belief is that they
will buy from the business that ranks high in online search results. But research is
showing that pre-existing brand awareness of a company is significantly more
important than strong search results.

Brand Awareness Many Times More Important
Than Google Search For Marketers
Columbus, Ohio – New information from Troy Research shows that pre-existing
brand awareness trumps Google search – by a lot!
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Bill Troy, CEO of Troy Research, points out that digital marketing in general, and
Google search in particular, may be a hot topic in the marketing world these
days, but traditional advertising that raises brand awareness is still king.
“Our Brand Awareness Studies are showing a clear connection between
traditional advertising and business results,” said Troy. “In most cases, even if
consumers do search online, they end up using a business they already had in
mind,” he continued. “It’s clear that having a high level of brand awareness is
as necessary as it has ever been.”
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